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ABSTRACT
The internal working of low-mass stars is of great significance to both the study of stellar
structure and the history of the Milky Way. Asteroseismology has the power to directly sense
the internal structure of stars and allows for the determination of the evolutionary state –
i.e. has helium burning commenced or is the energy generated only by the fusion in the
hydrogen-burning shell? We use observational data from red-giant stars in a combination
(known as APOKASC) of asteroseismology (from the Kepler mission) and spectroscopy
(from SDSS/APOGEE). The new feature of the analysis is that the APOKASC evolutionary
state determination is based on the comparison of diverse approaches to the investigation
of the frequency-power spectrum. The high level of agreement between the methods is a
strong validation of the approaches. Stars for which there is not a consensus view are readily
identified. The comparison also facilitates the identification of unusual stars including those
that show evidence for very strong coupling between p and g cavities. The comparison between
the classification based on the spectroscopic data and asteroseismic data have led to a new
value for the statistical uncertainty in APOGEE temperatures. These consensus evolutionary
states will be used as an input for methods that derive masses and ages for these stars based
on comparison of observables with stellar evolutionary models (‘grid-based modelling’) and
as a training set for machine-learning and other data-driven methods of evolutionary state
determination.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Asteroseismology coupled with spectroscopic analysis of the light
from red-giant stars is a very powerful tool for probing the structure
of the Galaxy, and for testing and improving models of stellar
structure and evolution. The effectiveness of this approach has
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been widely discussed in the literature (for example, see Hekker &
Christensen-Dalsgaard 2017 and references therein).

Informative diagnostics of stellar populations and stellar physics
are available if core-helium-burning stars (CHeB) can reliably be
separated from first ascent red giant branch (RGB) stars in the field.
However this is not always easy. Most CHeB stars have similar
visual absolute magnitudes and form features in the HR diagram
known as the red clump (RC) or as the horizontal branch (HB). If the
observed stars have a range of distances, ages, and metallicities, the
locations of CHeB and RGB stars can overlap in the colour-apparent
magnitude diagram. The resulting difficulty in disentangling the
populations deprives us of crucial insights.

A vitally important solution to this problem is provided by aster-
oseismology. In many cases asteroseismology is able to distinguish
the evolutionary states (see references given later in this section)
– with and without core-helium-burning – and it opens up the
opportunity for much more precision in these important areas of
research. Several techniques based on understanding the oscillations
in stars with different structure and the effect on the frequency power
spectrum have been developed. Each technique has its strengths
and limitations. In the past, these methods have been considered in
isolation. This paper presents the first time that multiple methods are
used to determine the evolutionary state of any given star and hence
the restrictions in any given method are mitigated. The evolutionary
states reported here are used to train machine-learning methods that
will be increasingly important as the number of light curves for red
giants grows to over 105.

We start this paper by giving some examples of current projects
where clear separation of RGB and CHeB stars is important. For
example, mass-loss on the upper giant branch can be inferred if pre-
and post-helium-flash stars can be identified (Miglio et al. 2012).
Iben & Rood (1969) used the fact that the lifetime of stars on the
RGB above the red-giant bump is dependent on the initial helium
abundance and the lifetime of the red clump or HB phase is relatively
insensitive to it to show that the ratio of the number of RGB stars
above the magnitude of the red clump to the number of red clump
and HB stars is a measure of the helium abundance of the population.
This is known as the R-method. It is used extensively in globular
clusters (Buzzoni et al. 1983; Constantino et al. 2016), whose cool
red giants do not feature reliable helium spectral features, and has
also been applied in the bulge (Renzini & Ritossa 1994; Minniti
1995; Tiede, Frogel & Terndrup 1995).

Both cluster and bulge work relies on the distance to all the stars
being essentially the same and the age and/or metallicity range of
the population being narrow so that the CHeB and the RGB stars can
be identified by their position on the colour–magnitude diagram. A
technique that does not depend solely on temperature and apparent
magnitude to identify evolutionary states is therefore desirable.

During evolution on the RGB, stars pass through a stage with
a very extensive convective envelope. During this stage, material
that has had its composition changed by fusion is mixed with
unprocessed surface material. The quantification of the amount of
mixing is another property that can only be measured if stars that
have passed through the entire first ascent RGB can be separated
from stars that are still working their way up the giant branch. For
example, Masseron et al. (2017) used the evolutionary states of
Elsworth et al. (2017) and the abundances from Hawkins et al.
(2016) to argue that unexpected dredge-up of newly produced
carbon near the tip of the RGB was a possible explanation of lower
[C/N] ratios in the RC than stars with similar metallicity at the tip
of the RGB.

The nature of companions around CHeB stars will be different
from those around RGB stars. CHeB stars have passed through
a phase of very inflated radii (by comparison with lower giant-
branch RGB stars). Hence, close-in companions, including planets,
are likely to have been swallowed more frequently for CHeB stars
than for RGB stars. An engulfment will also affect the subsequent
rotation of the star, as will any transfer of angular momentum inside
the star on the upper giant branch and the shrinking of the envelope
after the ignition of helium.

Identification of secondary clump stars (Girardi 1999), which
ignite core-helium burning in non-degenerate conditions before
reaching the tip of the RGB and therefore have lower luminosities on
average than the RC, can be used to isolate a population of relatively
young stars. Casagrande et al. (2016) noted the decreasing fraction
of secondary clump stars with height above the plane, confirming a
vertical age gradient in the Milky Way disc.

Additionally, there is the surprising, and still poorly understood,
effect that there is an evolutionary-state dependent offset (Pinson-
neault et al. 2014, 2018) between asteroseismic and spectroscopic
surface gravities for log(g) > 2.38. That means that there is the need
for a correction to the spectroscopically determined log(g) the value
of which depends on whether the star is on the RGB or in the red
clump. For upper RGB stars with log(g) < 2.38, there is no need
for a correction.

Finally, RC and HB stars have long been prized because of the
narrow range in absolute magnitude where they spend most of their
lives as CHeB stars. The Hipparcos catalogue (Perryman et al.
1997) confirmed the theoretical prediction that stars have similar
luminosities after the helium flash in their CHeB phase (see for
example Seidel, Demarque & Weinberg 1987). As a result, a pure
sample of RC/HB stars can have distances inferred accurately –
an invaluable tool for mapping the Galaxy in stellar density and
chemistry. Bovy et al. (2014) have provided such a list for several
data releases of the APOGEE (Majewski et al. 2017) survey. Nidever
et al. (2014) used the first of these to show that distribution of stars
in the [α/Fe] versus [Fe/H] space varies widely across the disc of the
Galaxy. Recently, with the release of Gaia data (Gaia Collaboration
2016, 2018), RC stars have been used to test for systematic errors
in the reported parallaxes (e.g. Davies et al. 2017).

Clean separation between RGB and RC is vitally important
but, as we indicated earlier, can be difficult because the common
observables for stars: temperature, log(g) (or luminosity), and
[Fe/H] are degenerate for red giants in the HR diagram. Stars with
the same observables, but different interior structure can overlap
each other unless another parameter, for example, the mass of the
star is also known. Where possible, we seek to identify which of
the CHeB stars are in the red clump. In all these areas of research,
asteroseismology has a significant role.

This addition to the toolbox for stars with outer convection
zones is provided by the natural resonances of the stars. The
Fourier spectrum formed from time-series photometry shows clear
evidence for the modes of oscillation of differing radial, latitudinal,
and azimuthal structure. For evolved stars, all except the radial
modes are mixed modes which carry information from both the
core (gravity modes) and the stellar outer regions (acoustic modes).

We should note that data from the CoRoT satellite were used to
provide the confirmation of the existence of non-radial (and hence
by definition mixed) modes in the acoustic spectra of the red giants
they observed. For further details see De Ridder et al. (2009) and
Hekker et al. (2009) and references therein. Soon after this, the
extremely precise photometry from the Kepler mission (Borucki
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et al. 2010) of a large number of red giants provided new and
revelatory data to probe the interiors of evolved stars.

From the early Kepler data, Bedding et al. (2010) reported the
first clear detection of individual mixed modes in red giants. The
spacing of the mixed modes can be used to infer the evolutionary
state of a star and a major step forward came when Beck et al.
(2011) measured these spacings and then Bedding et al. (2011) used
the typical spacing in period between mixed modes to distinguish
between RGB and CHeB stars for a large cohort of stars (see also
Mosser et al. 2011b). The fundamental observational feature is that
CHeB stars have a larger spacing in period compared to that in RGB
stars (Dupret et al. 2009). These differences are partly caused by
changes in the density differences between the core and the outer
regions (Montalbán et al. 2010), as well as the fact that in CHeB
stars the core is (at least partly) convective (Christensen-Dalsgaard
2014). Following on from the identification of the evolutionary state
of the star using the structure of the mixed modes came the discovery
by Kallinger et al. (2012) that the location of the radial modes is
influenced by the evolutionary state of the star. This will be further
discussed in Section 3.3.

As indicated earlier, using the seismic data together with high-
quality spectroscopic data is a powerful approach to the determina-
tion of stellar properties. For example, to obtain mass, radius, and
age information for a cohort of stars, one can use the combined
observational data as input to stellar models. Grid-search methods
are used to determine (in a statistical sense) the model that best
fits the data (see Rodrigues et al. 2017 and references therein).
The APOKASC project which uses Kepler asteroseismic data and
APOGEE spectroscopic data is an early application of this combi-
nation of data and methods (Pinsonneault et al. 2014). However, a
limitation with this previous work was that it did not include any
information about the evolutionary state to the grid-based models.

For the next step in the APOKASC project, reported here, we
remedy this limitation. This paper describes the processes that were
followed to determine the evolutionary states of the individual stars.
Other papers will describe their use in the determination of the
characteristics of the individual stars. In particular, the details of the
spectroscopic analysis and an empirical correction to get reliable
masses from the asteroseismic data, together with a catalogue of the
relevant data, is presented in Pinsonneault et al. (2018).

We present several classification techniques, compare their re-
sults, and describe their strengths and limitations. First, in Section 2,
we present the observational data used. Next, in Sections 3 and
4, we describe the individual classification methods and then, in
Section 5, describe the methods used to produce the consensus
values. The results are given in Section 6 and an update to the
classification results is given in Section 7. We finish with Discussion
and Conclusions in Section 8.

2 O BSERVATIONA L DATA

We obtained frequency power spectra from the time-series observed
during the Kepler mission (Borucki et al. 2010) and near-infrared
spectra from the APOGEE Survey (Eisenstein et al. 2011; Majewski
et al. 2017) for thousands of red giants. We refer to this combination
as APOKASC.

2.1 Kepler data

The photometric data from Kepler are sampled at an interval of ap-
proximately 30 min (the so-called ‘long cadence’ data). From these
data, an acoustic spectrum is formed which can be characterized by

the frequency at which the oscillations are strongest, νmax, and the
typical spacing, �ν between pressure modes of the same degree,
�, at successive orders. These two quantities are global seismic
parameters. The radial modes with � = 0 are pure pressure modes,
approximately equally spaced in frequency, and nearly all the other,
higher degree, modes have a mixed character being influenced both
by buoyancy (g) and pressure (p). The exception to this is where
the influence of the buoyancy is insignificant. In the so-called (first
order) asymptotic expansion, the radial modes are equally spaced
in frequency. The underlying pure g modes are equally spaced in
period. The observed mixed mode pattern is therefore a mixture
of features with quasi regular period and frequency spacings.
Hence, one observes the underlying equal spacing in period slightly
perturbed where the g modes oscillate near an acoustic resonance.
More detail on this can be found in the review article by Hekker &
Christensen-Dalsgaard (2017) and the references therein.

2.2 APOGEE data

For this project, stars in the Kepler field were supplemented with
high-quality spectroscopic parameters by APOGEE. Part of SDSS-
IV (Blanton et al. 2017), the APOGEE survey for the Kepler
field uses the Sloan Foundation Telescope (Gunn et al. 2006) at
Apache Point Observatory. Further details on the target selection
in APOGEE, including the selection of oscillating red giants in the
Kepler field, can be found in Zasowski et al. (2013), Pinsonneault
et al. (2014), and Zasowski et al. (2017).

A multi-object H-band spectrograph (Majewski et al. 2017;
Wilson et al. 2019) takes moderate resolution (R � 22 500) spectra
of up to 250 science targets at once.

After the data are reduced to 1D spectra, with the usual steps
such as flat-fielding and wavelength calibration having been applied
(Nidever et al. 2015), the stellar parameters and individual abun-
dances are derived by ASPCAP (Garcı́a Pérez et al. 2016). ASPCAP
uses a comparison grid of synthetic spectra to report a χ2 minimum
set of ‘raw’ parameters. These raw values are then compared
with accurate values for the subset of stars with measurements
based on fundamental techniques (for further information on this
see Holtzman et al. 2018). In particular, and importantly, the
asteroseismic log(g) is used to calibrate the spectroscopic gravities.

The uncertainties in the final spectroscopic calibrated values
for Teff, log(g), [Fe/H] vary with stellar parameters and with S/N.
Median uncertainties in the APOKASC-2 sample are 76 K, 0.05 ,
and 0.03 dex, respectively (Pinsonneault et al. 2018). For a detailed
discussion of the full APOGEE sample and approach see Holtzman
et al. (2018).

We will later, in Section 6.1, return to the issue of the estimate of
the statistical uncertainty on Teff when we compare the spectroscopic
and seismic classifications.

3 INDI VI DUAL SEI SMI C METHODS

In this section we briefly describe the individual methods for
determining the evolutionary states of individual stars and give the
key features of the methods. The characteristics of the methods
are quite different which is a strength of the use of the four
together to obtain consensus determination of the evolutionary state
of individual stars. The methods are numbered.

All the methods aim to separate first ascent RGB stars from RC
stars. However, with the exception of Method 3, the methods are
unable to distinguish between RGB and asymptotic giant branch
(AGB) stars. There are particular difficulties to seismically identify
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AGB stars and to distinguish them from high-luminosity RGB stars.
In both cases the �ν values are low, in general below the values
seen for clump stars, and hence the �ν value on its own is not
enough to allow the distinction to be made. Grosjean et al. (2014)
discusses the issues surrounding the seismic observations of AGB
stars. As indicated in Stello et al. (2013), models suggest that the
period spacing for AGB stars becomes very similar to that of RGB
stars. Additionally, the very small period spacing is not observable
with the data duration of the Kepler data. Mosser et al. (2014)
present observations of stars that are in transition between the
clump and the AGB for which the period spacings are intermediate
between the clump and the AGB values. As stars evolve on the
AGB and become more luminous, their evanescent zones become
thicker and the coupling between the pressure and gravity modes is
attenuated. Consequently, the dipole modes progressively lose their
mixed character and become essentially acoustic. Consideration
ought also be given to the large mode density (Mosser et al. 2018).

3.1 Elsworth ≡ Method 1

Method 1 (Elsworth et al. 2017) is an autonomous way of determin-
ing the evolutionary state from an analysis of the morphology of the
power spectrum of the light curve. The structure of the dipole-mode
(� = 1) oscillations, which have a mixed character in red-giant stars,
is used to obtain some measures that are used in the categorization.
The feature of the structure that allows the algorithm to work is
essentially that for RGB stars the period spacing is small and the
mixed modes are relatively close to the location of the nominal
p mode but for the CHeB stars the spacing is much wider. The
separation between red clump and secondary clump is based on
the νmax value and the estimate of the period spacing of the dipole
modes. For a star to be classified as secondary clump the νmax value
must be above 50μHz and the observed period spacing is required
to be above 75 s.

3.2 Hekker ≡ Method 2

Method 2 (Hekker et al. 2017) is based on grid-based modelling
using the global asteroseismic parameters defined in Section 2.1,
νmax and �ν, combined with effective temperature and metallicity.
In other words it aims to find loci in this 4D space where RGB and
CHeB stars are uniquely defined. To do this the authors use a C-
type support vector machine with a Gaussian radial basis function
as a Kernel. In practice they perform the analysis on reduced
parameter space where they use the ratio �ν/νmax. This method
has the advantage that it is applicable to relatively short data sets.
The success rate of the method is of the order of 80 to 90 per cent.

3.3 Kallinger ≡ Method 3

Method 3 (Kallinger et al. 2012) uses established methods automat-
ically to locate and measure the frequencies of the radial modes, i.e.
those with degree of � = 0. From the frequencies is then determined
the phase shift ε of the central radial mode, i.e. the offset in the linear,
asymptotic fit to the acoustic modes. They find that ε, at a given
�ν, is significantly different for RGB stars which burn only H in a
shell and those that have already ignited core-He burning.

3.4 Mosser ≡ Method 4

Method 4 is based on the measurement of the asymptotic period
spacings �	1, as given by Vrard, Mosser & Samadi (2016), which

relies on the asymptotic fit of the mixed-mode pattern (Mosser et al.
2012b). It uses the methodology introduced by Mosser et al. (2015)
to stretch the oscillation spectrum in order to transform the varying
period spacings of the mixed-mode pattern into uniform spacings
equal to �	1. The Method-4 results used here were based on an
early version of the method described.

As shown by Vrard et al. (2016), the method is not influenced
by the presence of the signal due to the rotation of the star. The
method works on high-quality spectra characterized by a high
signal-to-noise ratio, and requires that the value of the envelope
autocorrelation function is greater than 100 in their units (Mosser &
Appourchaux 2009). In order to locate precisely the frequency
ranges between radial modes where dipole mixed modes are ob-
servable, it requires the radial modes to be very precisely identified.
This is done with the universal red giant oscillation pattern (Mosser
et al. 2011a).

The evolutionary stage classification follows the scheme depicted
in Mosser et al. (2014): in short, RGB and RC stars are distinguished
by the �	1 value; stars in the secondary clump have a seismic mass
above 1.85 M�.

4 SPECTRO SCOPI C METHOD ≡ M E T H O D 5

The number of stars with sufficient light-curve data for seismic
analysis is considerably more limited than the number of stars with
spectroscopy. For example, <10 per cent of the stars with APOGEE
spectra have Kepler or K2 (the re-purposed Kepler mission) light-
curve data. Spectroscopic classification of evolutionary states based
on temperature, surface gravity, and metallicity has a long history.
RC stars are hotter than RGB stars of the same gravity and
metallicity, and they are confined to a narrow range in surface
gravity. The secondary RC stars (Girardi 1999), which become a
significant feature in intermediate-aged stellar populations, are also
hotter than their RGB counterparts and have gravities that extend
from the gravity of the RC to higher gravities. A single temperature
does not cleanly divide the RC from RGB because of the sensitivity
of the RGB temperature to metallicity and the shift of the mean
RGB locus to higher temperatures at lower surface gravity (see for
example, fig. 3 in Pinsonneault et al. 2018). Both the metallicity and
surface gravity trends can be removed by comparing the observed
temperature with a suitable reference temperature expected for an
average RGB star of that gravity and metallicity.

Holtzman et al. (2018) inferred the reference temperature empir-
ically by fitting to the mean Teff of the RGB stars in Pinsonneault
et al. (2018) as a function of metallicity and gravity, leading to a
reference temperature

Tref = 4393.63 − 436.17[Fe/H] + 554.31(log (g) − 2.5). (1)

The parameters in this expression are the uncalibrated versions.
The evolutionary state is then defined as follows.
If log(g) < 2.38 the star was classified as Upper RGB. For such

low gravities, the spectroscopic gravity corrections between the
seismic and spectroscopic values are independent of evolutionary
state. This is not true for higher surface gravities and an important
reason for the classification in APOGEE was to infer the correction
to surface gravities.

If log(g) >3.5 the star was classified as DWARF, and asteroseis-
mic detections are not expected in the long-cadence Kepler data.
Across the high-gravity domain, the surface gravity correction was
smoothly ramped to zero at log(g) = 2.38.

For all other targets, the carbon-to-nitrogen ratio and the effective
temperature are used to provide a dividing line between RGB and
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RC stars. The stars with the best-determined seismic states (i.e.
where no pipeline returned a value of unclassified) from this work
were plotted in the C/N versus Teff plane and a line placed to
maximize the correct sorting of stars into RGB or RC. A star is
defined as RGB if equation (2) is satisfied and as RC otherwise.

− 256.41[C/N] > (Teff − Tref ). (2)

The physical justification for this relationship is as follows. Al-
though a simple temperature cut is effective, it does not account for
mass trends in the RC and RGB locus. More massive RGB stars are
systematically hotter than lower mass RGB stars, making it more
likely for them to be misclassified as RC stars. Their lifetimes are
also shorter, making them an uncommon population at higher initial
mass.

RC stars have a double-valued locus (traditionally referred to in
the horizontal branch as a candycane diagram). There is a faint lower
branch, which becomes cooler with increased mass and reaches a
minimum distance from the RGB. It then transitions to a more
luminous upper branch where higher mass stars are systematically
hotter.

In the absence of detailed abundance information, these trends
are difficult to account for. However, the APOGEE survey can
measure C and N abundances for large stellar samples, which is
physically linked to stellar mass and metallicity. The surface [C/N]
ratio is modified during the transition from the main sequence to the
RGB by the first dredge-up (Iben 1965) which is mass dependent
(see e.g. Salaris et al. 2015). This can be used as a mass proxy
(Martig et al. 2016; Ness et al. 2016), and it was employed as an
additional tool for evolutionary state classification in SDSS Data
Release 13 (Holtzman et al. 2018). The C/N mapping on to mass
has intrinsic scatter, some of which comes from the effects of
stellar mergers (see, for example, Izzard et al. 2018) and flattens
at higher initial mass (Tautvaišienė et al. 2015) in open clusters.
We can therefore expect that using [C/N] as a mass proxy will
improve spectroscopic classification, but also that there can be
misclassifications.

An additional physical effect is the well-known phenomenon
of extra mixing in metal-poor stars (Kraft 1994). This was first
seen in globular clusters as a secular decrease in C with increased
luminosity on the RGB of globular clusters, which sets in above
the RGB bump (RGBB). Because the luminosity of the RGBB
overlaps the luminosity of the RC, such mixing does not directly
impact on the usage of C/N as a mass diagnostic on the lower
RGB (but it does complicate efforts to infer the birth C and N
as a function of metallicity). Extra mixing will lower the surface
C/N of metal-poor core-He-burning stars, which will be a bias in
separating RC from RGB stars in that domain. However this effect is
mitigated in practice because the metal-poor core-He-burning stars
will tend to be outside the temperature domain probed by solar-like
oscillations. In the full APOGEE sample, extra-mixing is observed
to set in for the oldest stars for [Fe/H]<−0.5 (Shetrone et al. 2019).
Again, it is therefore plausible that this physical effect can lead to
misclassification.

We will see that the comparison between spectroscopic and
seismic classifications provides a way to get an estimate of the
internal (statistical) uncertainties in the spectroscopic variables.

5 H OW TO F O R M A C O N S E N S U S

In this section we discuss the decision process used to produce
the consensus (seismic) classification and then show the number
of stars that fall into each class for both the seismic and the

Table 1. The evolutionary state designations provided
by the different methods. Note that † indicates that the
method does not distinguish between red clump and
secondary clump stars. For a fuller discussion of the terms
see Section 5.

Method Designations

1 RGB, RC†, U
2 RGB, RC†, U
3 RGB, RC, 2CL, AGB, U
4 RGB, RC, 2CL, U

spectroscopic classification. Through the remainder of the paper,
the set of evolutionary state results produced by combining the
different seismic classifications will be called the ‘consensus’ set.

5.1 Classifications provided by the different seismic methods

In an ideal world, all the seismic methods would form the same
decision about the evolutionary state of a given star. However, each
of the methods have some level of misclassification either due to
the limitations of the method or to less-than-perfect quality data.
Furthermore, not all the methods provide the same detail in the
classifications. They all identify the RGB and have an unclassified
(U) category, but, at the time at which the classification was done for
the APOKASC project, not all the methods distinguished between
the different phases after the initiation of core-Helium burning,
that is red clump (RC) and secondary clump (2CL). In these
cases, a classification of RC should be interpreted as red clump or
secondary clump. There is also a level of difficulty in distinguishing
between the RGB and the AGB stars of similar luminosity. The
possible categorizations provided by each method are shown in
Table 1.

We use the comparison between the different methods to improve
the robustness of the evolutionary state assignments.

5.2 Merging values

The evolutionary state determinations of the four different methods
will be used together to produce a consensus value of the evolu-
tionary state for every individual star. In some cases the consensus
value is entirely obvious because all the methods agree. However,
lower levels of agreement can still be useful but it is important for
later application of these results that there is a record of the level
of agreement in the input values used. This record is provided with
the table of classifications available as an on-line document and
detailed in the Appendix to this paper.

We have used ten different classifications, to be discussed
shortly, including ones which reflect some residual uncertainty in
the evolutionary state of the star. We next describe the process
for forming a consensus and show a summary of the logic in
Fig. 1.

The first step in the process is to check that there is agreement
in the location in frequency space of the peak of the oscillation
power (known as νmax). Only if there is close agreement with the
consensus value is the result of an individual method used. Some
of the Kepler spectra show evidence of more than one star and the
presence of several stars will corrupt the determinations. Simple
mistakes or bad determinations of νmax are not normally relevant at
this stage in the process and will usually have been picked up earlier
in the comparison process.
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Figure 1. The flow chart for the decision making process to form a
consensus evolutionary state.

In the determination of the consensus evolutionary state the
following set of steps are followed.

(i) If all the designations agree then the consensus classification
is clear.
In the case of a secondary clump classification the situation is
slightly different. Only methods 3 and 4 produce this classification.
The equivalent in this case to ‘all agree’ is that we require that
methods 3 and 4 give 2CL and methods 1 and 2 give RC.

There are other circumstances where we give a clear classification
even though there is some disagreement between the classifications
of the individual methods. The first of these is where one of the
methods fails to provide a classification, that is gives a classification
of ‘U’, or produces a classification which is different from that of the
consensus. But the remaining three methods agree with each other
then the classification follows the views of the three that agree.

It has been recognized that method 2 has a higher misclassification
rate than the other three seismic methods. We therefore have a
further level of determination of classification that ignores the
classification provided by method 2. In this case, the requirement is
that two of the remaining three methods agree and the third method
does not return a value at all.

(ii) It is also possible to produce a classification that recognizes an
element of uncertainty between two evolutionary stages. For AGB
stars, the only method that produces this classification is method 3.
In this case, if method 3 says AGB and the other three methods say
RGB then we assign this star a classification of RGB/AGB. More
work is needed with the seismic methods to learn how to distinguish
between some of the RGB and AGB evolutionary states.

Similar logic is applied to the 2CL classification. If only one of the
two methods that can return a classification of 2CL does so but all
the other methods return a classification of RC then we recognize
the uncertainty and this star is classified as RC/2CL. There is no
easy theoretical boundary between these two classifications and so
it is not surprising that the seismic methods also find it difficult to
draw the boundary.

(iii) There is a final set of options that produce a classification but
in this case the classification is partly uncertain. The classifications
concerned here are RGB/U, RC/U, 2CL/U, AGB/U. In this case
neither method 1 nor method 4 provide any classification but

Table 2. Number of stars in each category where there is a consensus
classification. The first column is the given classification as discussed in
Section 5.2. The second column (All) is the total number of stars given the
categorization. The third column (4 agree) is the numbers of stars where
all methods agree. The fourth column (3U) is where three methods agree
and the other method does not provide a classification. The fifth column
(3X) is where three methods agree and the other method disagrees. The final
column (2∗) concerns the case where two out of methods 1, 3, and 4 agree
and the other of these three methods does not provide a classification. For
completeness, the final line in the table gives the number of unclassified
stars.

Agreed All Four agree 3U 3X 2∗

RGB 3372 1996 690 490 196
RC 1984 1563 238 152 31
2CL 286 233 – – –
RC/2CL 179 – – – –
RGB/AGB 260 – – – –

RGB/U 7 – – – –
RC/U 88 – – – –
2CL/U 20 – – – –
AGB/U 1 – – – –

U 464 – – – –

method 2 and method 3 are consistent. The classification then
follows the value given by method 3. Other combinations of methods
are in principle possible but were not found to occur in the data.

If all the methods indicate that they have failed to classify the
evolutionary state of a star then the classification is U. There are
several other situations that give rise to the star not having its
evolutionary state classified and among these is the situation where
there is an even split between different individual classifications
assigned by the different methods.

5.3 Statistics of agreement and disagreement

We consider in this paper the so-called Second Summer subset of the
full APOKASC set. The total number of stars considered is 6661.
Not all of the stars have been assigned an evolutionary state by all
the methods and for some stars with very short data sets or for some
that are probably not red giants, no classification is available.

Furthermore, as we use consensus between methods to arrive at
a consensus evolutionary state, we do not provide a classification
where there is a single determination.

Out of the 6661 stars, the vast majority, that is 6060, have an
assignment from all the methods, 478 from three, 77 from two, 28
from just one, and 18 from none.

Furthermore, we recognize that there are limits to the νmax range
where the data can be reliably processed. Stars with νmax above
250μHz, but below νmax values typical of sub-giant stars, are un-
doubtedly RGB stars but we cannot trust their νmax values because of
the proximity of the Nyquist frequency for the long cadence data. We
therefore do not classify them. It is difficult to classify the stars with
very low νmax because the time duration of the data, the small num-
ber of modes in the spectrum, and the expected very low period spac-
ing for these high luminosity stars. At the observed luminosity, they
must be either RGB or AGB stars. We have not put a hard cut off here
but many of these stars are unclassified because of the difficulties.

We next provide the summary statistics for the stars in the broad
classifications of RGB, RC & 2CL, and U. The stars that may be
AGB are also considered. The data are summarized in Table 2.
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Evolutionary state of red-giant stars 4647

Figure 2. The location in the reduced �ν versus νmax plane of the stars whose evolutionary state for the given method is consistent with the ‘consensus’ state
which in this case is red-giant branch. Each panel is for a different method as indicated in the title. The number in the top right-hand corner is the total number
of stars in the panel. See the main text for a discussion on what is meant by ‘reduced �ν’. The colour is indicative of the mass of the stars ranging from less
than 1.0 M�(in yellow) to more than 1.8 M�(in cyan) in steps of 0.2 M�. Note that the gap in data for method 4 at around νmax = 40μHz is an indication of
the difficulty that the method has in identifying RGB stars in this region.

5.3.1 RGB stars

First we consider the RGB stars. The number of stars that were
classified as RGB within the working range is 3372. Of these 1996
(about 59 per cent) were given the same classification in all the
methods. A further 690 (about 20 per cent) were given the RGB
classification by three methods with the fourth method not returning
a value. As has been already noted, method 2 does have a tendency to
misclassify some of the stars and of the 490 (about 15 per cent) stars
where one of the methods gives a conflicting classification, some
459 come from method 2. We now move to the situation where
two of the methods plus an unclassified are used to determine the
consensus evolutionary state and method 2 is discounted. Here a
further 196 (about 6 per cent) of the stars are classified.

In Fig. 2 for RGB stars only we show, for each of the individual
methods, the stars where the classification was provided and the
consensus classification are consistent. The data are shown on a
�ν versus νmax plot where the �ν value has been adjusted by
subtracting a trend line for �ν given νmax. The trend line chosen
is:

�ν = aνb
max, (3)

where a = 0.254 and b = 0.78. The precise values of these constants
are unimportant; the purpose of the subtraction is to show the range
of values in the data more clearly. The difference between the trend
line and the observed values is expected to be mass dependent with
stars with higher masses expected to be at more negative values.
This trend is clearly visible in the plots which show the range
of νmax values considered from the low frequency end where the
stars are clearly upper RGB to the high frequency end where the
limitation is the proximity to the Nyquist frequency of the long-
cadence Kepler data. We calculate the mass of individual stars using
the scaling relations (Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995) involving �ν,
νmax, and effective temperature. We recognize that corrections need
to be applied before the mass values are accurate, but for illustrative
purposes, the scaling-law mass formula is sufficient. For a fuller
discussion of the different approaches to correcting the scaling-law
masses see Hekker (2019). We illustrate the mass effect by using
colour in the plots to indicate the mass calculated as the seismic
mass without any corrections.

5.3.2 CHeB

Next we consider the CHeB stars. There are 1984 stars classified as
red clump. Of these, 1563 (about 79 per cent) were agreed upon by
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4648 Y. Elsworth et al.

Figure 3. The location in the reduced �ν versus νmax plane of the stars whose evolutionary state for the given method is consistent with the ‘consensus’ state
which in this case is red clump. Each panel is for a different method as indicated in the title. The number in the top right-hand corner is the total number of
stars in the panel. See the main text for a discussion on what is meant by ‘reduced �ν’. The colour is indicative of the mass of the stars ranging from less than
1.0 M�(in yellow) to more than 1.8 M�(in cyan) in steps of 0.2 M�.

all four methods and 238 (about 12 per cent) were based on three
methods agreeing plus one not returning a value. Next, 152 (about
8 per cent) were based on three methods agreeing with each other
and with one method actively disagreeing. The remaining 31 (about
2 per cent) were based on disregarding the method 2 classification
and looking for two other to agree and the third not returning a
value.

In Fig. 3 for RC stars we show, for each of the individual methods,
the stars where the classification was provided and the consensus
classification are consistent.

The range of νmax shown reflects the values at which CHeB stars
exist. It can be seen from these figures that the performance of the
different methods is very similar. There are some differences in the
range of coverage but they are small.

We have attempted to distinguish between red clump and
secondary clump in the consensus classification, however, not
all the methods made the distinction. We report here the to-
tal number of Secondary-Clump stars (=286) which is made
up of all the cases where there is agreement (=233) among
all the relevant methods, and the cases where only one
method disagrees (=53). This latter number is not reported in
Table 2.

For 179 stars the classification was uncertain between RC and
2CL. For the purpose of the grid-based modelling for which these

data were prepared, the RC/2CL distinction was not considered
important.

5.3.3 Other classification

Only one method was able to classify AGB. In order to have a
consensus classification of RGB/AGB that allowed for the possibility
that the star was an AGB, it was required that method 3 returned
AGB and the others returned RGB. There were 260 such instances.

There are 116 stars with a partially uncertain classification the
vast majority of which are probably core-Helium burning stars based
on a visual inspection of their acoustic spectra. The remaining stars
were totally unclassified. We will come back to these in Section 6.

In total, 6197 (93 per cent) are given some level of evolutionary
state classification and 464 (7 per cent) are unclassified. As is
obvious from the numbers given here and in Table 2, there is a
high level of agreement between the different methods.

We next look for any trends in the conditions in which there is
agreement and/or disagreement between the methods.

5.4 Visualization of stars with firm classifications

As a validation of the results obtained, we consider the classical lu-
minosity versus temperature Hertzsprung–Russell diagram (HRD)
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Evolutionary state of red-giant stars 4649

Figure 4. An asteroseismic Hertzsprung–Russell diagram for the stars with an asteroseismic classification. Indicative uncertainties are shown in grey. RGB
and RGB/AGB stars are shown as red open squares, RC stars as blue crosses, and 2CL and RC/2CL stars are yellow open diamonds.

for the stars in this study. Fig. 4 shows an asteroseismic HRD for the
stars with an asteroseismic classification. In this plot the RGB and
RGB/AGB stars are shown as red open squares, RC stars as blue
crosses, and 2CL and RC/2CL stars are yellow open diamonds. The
asteroseismic luminosity, L, is calculated from the global seismic
parameters and effective temperature using the relationship

L = ν2
max

�ν4
T 5

eff . (4)

The numbers are then divided by 1020 to give the range shown in
the plot. The uncertainties shown in grey are only indicative of the
likely uncertainty. Instead of the full uncertainty on the effective
temperature we could have chosen the somewhat lower likely sta-
tistical uncertainty which we will determine when the comparison
is done between the seismic and spectroscopic classifications in
Section 6.

The RGB and CHeB stars are located where one would expect
them to be and the relatively low uncertainties plus the small number
of outliers are an additional mark of the quality of the data.

5.5 Reasons for difficulty in seismic classification

The Kepler data used in this analysis are taken with a sample time
of close to 30 min which means that the Nyquist frequency of the
spectrum is about 283μHz. Stars that have the oscillation power
at a frequency near to the Nyquist frequency (called high νmax

stars) suffer from the problem that some of the oscillation power

is reflected about the Nyquist frequency leading to a distorted
spectrum. For stars with νmax above the Nyquist frequency, the
spectrum appears at the wrong frequency having been reflected
down from higher frequencies. We find that some of the stars at
high νmax values are spectroscopically classified as DWARF. This
is entirely reasonable and is one way of identifying these super-
Nyquist stars.

At low frequency, the number of modes visible in the spectrum
gets quite small and the mixed character of the dipole modes is
often not seen. It is possible here to use some of the methods to
distinguish between RGB and AGB stars but the options become
more limited.

Furthermore, there are a few general reasons why stars are quite
likely to fail to be classified seismically. These reasons are (i) a very
short data set; (ii) very poor duty cycle (or fill) in the time series;
(iii) little power in the dipole modes; (iv) the proximity of another
star to the one under study causes contamination of the light curve.
This is not to say that these stars cannot be classified but it does
indicate that there may be difficulties. We next look at these options
in more detail.

We have to remember that although there are many very long
data sets obtained with the Kepler satellite, there are others that
are very short, and furthermore, some of the stars fell, periodically,
on detectors which ceased to function during the mission. There
are other causes of breaks in the data sets due to issues with the
spacecraft itself and decisions about whether or not to observe a
given star. This means that there will be stars with a significant time
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interval between the first and the last data point and with periodically
interrupted time coverage and hence less than 100 per cent duty
cycle. Stars with very short data sets may well have 100 per cent
duty cycles. In short, we need to consider both duty cycle and the
number of good data points when deciding when the spectrum is
likely to be suitable for classification purposes.

We find empirically, that a fill of less than 50 per cent and/or a
number of good data points equivalent to an overall data duration
of less than 50 d tends to make it difficult to have an consensus
classification for a star. A similar conclusion was reached by Mosser
et al. (2018).

In summary, although we emphasize that we do not consider the
duty cycle of the data when determining the consensus evolutionary
state of a given star, we are not surprised when a star with duty
cycle less than 50 per cent is unclassified. Similarly we consider
that data durations of less than 50 d are unlikely to produce clear
classifications with the current methods. In the light of upcoming
missions like TESS (Ricker et al. 2014), new and/or improved
classification methods will have to be developed. We discuss later
in this paper some of the new methods which may be successful
with shorter data sets.

The other source of difficulty for the individual classification
methods is where the dipole modes are very weak. Two of the four
methods rely on the structure of the dipole modes. If the dipole
modes are largely absent, their characteristics cannot be used. We
can therefore expect this to be a reason why the classification might
fail. We will come back to the possible origins of this phenomenon
in Section 8.

Contamination of the light curve supposed to be of a single star
with light from another star can come from chance alignments of
the stars or from two (or more) stars that are physically associated
with each other. The presence of light from more than one star in
the Kepler aperture can be detected in various ways. The fractional
strength of the granulation and oscillations are a function of νmax

and so are predictable (Mathur et al. 2011). If there is more than
one star in the aperture, then, when the data are scaled to fractional
intensity, the strength of the oscillations in the red-giant star will
be attenuated. In other words, when the data are contaminated, the
signal levels are lower than predicted and the noise levels are usually
elevated.

Sometimes there is evidence in the spectrum of two (or more)
different spectral regions exhibiting oscillations. The extra signal
may be due to another red giant, but it often comes from a classical
pulsator.

There is a set of stars, extensively studied in Colman et al. (2017),
for which the spectrum of the red giant is contaminated by very
strong spikes. Some of these are due to chance alignments of more
than one star in the field of view and some are believed to be
physically associated. Details of possible processes to explain the
spikes are discussed in that paper and are not considered further
here.

It is also recognized that stars in true binary systems can have the
strength of their oscillation attenuated (Gaulme et al. 2014). These
stars may be clearly detected as red giants from their granulation
characteristics but it may be difficult to classify their evolutionary
state.

5.6 Spectroscopic classifications summary

By the nature of the methods employed, the classifications produced
by the spectroscopic method are somewhat different from those
produced by the seismic classification. The classifications used that

are relevant to the red giants are RGB, upperRGB, RC. There is also
a DWARF category. For the precise meanings of these terms see
Section 4.

(i) 3108 stars are classified spectroscopically as being RGB and
693 upperRGB.

(ii) In the post-RGB phase there are 2840 RC.
(iii) There are 21 DWARF stars.

The APOGEE pipeline solves simultaneously for the parameters
used in the spectroscopic evolutionary state classification (Teff,
[Fe/H], log(g), [C/H], and [N/H].) As long as the pipeline can find
solutions with an acceptable χ2 value for all parameters it is possible
to derive a spectroscopic evolutionary state. For a small number of
targets, however, the final fit in one or more of the parameters listed
above is poor, and APOGEE does not provide stellar parameters
in these cases. Some three stars in the APOKASC-2 sample
had poor C or N data, while 13 more had multiple bad stellar
parameters.

6 SEI SMI C AND SPECTROSCOPI C
VI EWPOI NTS COMPARED

All the stars have been considered by both the spectroscopic and
seismic analysis although for operational reasons some stars will
be missing from one or other classification. The reasons have been
presented in Section 5.5 for the seismic methods and in Section 5.6
for the spectroscopic method. Hence there is a small difference
between the number of stars in the APOKASC-2 list and those with
asteroseismic classifications.

In this section we will discuss the results of a comparison between
the spectroscopic and seismic evolutionary state classifications. The
results of this comparison are a key result of this paper.

We provide lists of the consensus evolutionary state together with
the spectroscopic determinations in the on-line version of the paper.

First we look at the spectroscopic uncertainties. Although the
consideration of them is perhaps a small point, we discuss the issue
first so that we can take it into account in the subsequent section
where we go on to look at the level of agreement/disagreement
between the different approaches.

6.1 Spectroscopic uncertainties

As indicated earlier, the spectroscopic division between RC and
RGB in [C/N] versus �T space (where �T ≡ Teff − Tref) was defined
by the seismic sample. When the dividing line was drawn, it was
clear that there were a few stars that would be spectroscopically
defined incorrectly, in part because of statistical uncertainties in the
spectroscopic parameters.

We can use the disagreement between the spectroscopic and
seismic classifications to get a handle on the statistical errors in
the spectroscopic parameters. The dominant source of statistical
error in the spectroscopy is due to uncertainty in the temperature
determination. We find that the vast majority of the disagreement
between the methods can be explained by a 44 K uncertainty in
the effective temperature of the RGB stars and a 39 K uncertainty
for the CHeB stars. These values say nothing about any systematic
uncertainties. There are a few cases of stars for which the dis-
agreement in the classification cannot be explained by temperature
uncertainty.
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Evolutionary state of red-giant stars 4651

Figure 5. For RGB evolutionary classification, a presentation of the agreement and disagreement between the consensus seismic and spectroscopic methods.
In the upper row are all the stars for which the consensus seismic evolutionary state is RGB. The stars plotted in grey are those stars for which the spectroscopic
method agrees. In the lower row are all the stars for which the spectroscopic evolutionary state is RGB. The stars plotted in grey are those stars for which the
consensus seismic method agrees. In all cases, the red, blue, and cyan features indicate where there is disagreement between the approaches. For more detail
and an explanation of the numbers inside the panels see the text and equation (1).

6.2 The level of agreement between seismic and spectroscopic
classifications

In general the level of agreement between the spectroscopic and
seismic approaches is significantly better than 90 per cent giving
us confidence in the process. While we recognize that in some
cases the disagreement will be due to measurement uncertainties,
we can also expect to find some stars that are genuinely unusual and
interesting.

We are interested in the seismic RC and 2CL contamination
within the spectroscopic RGB and vice versa. This is shown in
Fig. 5. In all cases the stars plotted in grey correspond to the
stars that are classified as being in the RGB evolutionary state by
both the seismical consensus method and the spectroscopic method
(method 5).

To gain insight into why stars might be misclassified, we plot
the data twice, once as we would view it seismically and once as
we would view it spectroscopically. In the left-hand panels the
axes give the location in the reduced �ν versus νmax plane as
previously discussed (see equation 3). In the right-hand panels,
the axes give the location in the spectroscopic plane as previously
discussed (see equation 2). There is no spectroscopic secondary
clump classification.

The discrepant stars are shown as red crosses and cyan asterisks
the upper, left-hand panel of Fig. 5. The red crosses indicate stars
with spectroscopic uncertainties within 3σ of the RGB boundary.
There is hence some uncertainty in their RC designation and we may
chose to exclude them from consideration as misclassified stars. The
cyan asterisks indicate stars that are outside 3σ uncertainty.

The numbers shown in the upper left-hand panel indicate the total
number of stars for which there is agreement between seismic and
spectroscopic methods (=4093) and underneath that the number
of stars for which there is disagreement (=172). In brackets is
the number of stars for which there is disagreement and the
spectroscopic value is outside the uncertainty (=24).

We now consider the stars which have a spectroscopic classi-
fication of RGB but the seismic classification is different. These
are shown in the lower row in Fig. 5. In this case we have to
consider both red clump and secondary clump stars. The red clump
stars (shown as red crosses) tend to have lower masses than the
secondary clump stars (shown as blue dots). The diagonal track of
these stars is quite unlike the distribution of the RGB stars and (as
will be obvious in Fig. 6) is much more like the track expected of
red clump or secondary clump stars.

The notation for the numbers is the same as in the upper panel
except that red is for seismic RC and blue is for seismic secondary
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4652 Y. Elsworth et al.

Figure 6. For CHeB evolutionary classification, a presentation of the agreement and disagreement between the consensus seismic and spectroscopic methods.
In the upper row are all the stars for which the consensus seismic evolutionary state is CHeB. The stars plotted in grey are those stars for which the spectroscopic
method agrees. In the lower row are all the stars for which the spectroscopic evolutionary state is CHeB. The stars plotted in grey are those stars for which the
consensus seismic method agrees. In all cases, the red, blue, and cyan features indicate where there is disagreement between the approaches. For more detail
and an explanation of the numbers inside the panels see the text and equation (1).

clump. The stars shown in cyan are those which lie outside the likely
uncertainty range and are therefore misclassified.

What conclusions can be draw from this analysis? The first
point is that there is a very high level of agreement between the
methods. Consider the RGB stars first. As shown in the upper
left-hand panel of Fig. 5, for RGB there are 2789 stars for which
the classification agrees and only 172 stars for which seismic =
RGB and spectroscopy = RC (about 6 per cent of the total). For the
stars classified as RGB by spectroscopy, there are (by definition)
the same number of stars where the seismic and spectroscopic
approaches agree and only 123 stars (about 4 per cent of the total)
for which there is disagreement.

In summary, out of the 6661 stars, some 19 stars lack a spec-
troscopic classification, 464 stars lack a seismic classification, and
only 1 star has a complete lack of classification in either system.
Of the stars without a seismic classification, 97 are ones that lie
outside our classification system. This is due to a variety of reasons;
for example, bad time-series, νmax close to, or above the Nyquist
frequency, νmax very low and, in some cases, contamination by a
classical oscillator in the field. It is outside the scope of this paper
to go further into this. The lack of a spectroscopic classification is
usually some operational difficulty as indicated in Section 5.6 and
is not related to the characteristics of the individual star.

6.3 Why the spectroscopic categorization might be wrong

In considering the disagreement between spectroscopy and seis-
mology the first thing to note is that the seismic methods are more
fundamental because they are based on observations of the stellar
interior.

Because the spectroscopic method was based on dividing the
sample in the [C/N] versus �T plane to maximize the correct
classification of the bulk populations, stars that are outliers in
their population properties will be more frequently misclassified
spectroscopically. These include stars with masses greater than ≈
1.8 M�, when the [C/N] value saturates at its lowest value regardless
of mass (e.g. Hasselquist et al. 2019).

The ‘young’ alpha-rich stars that more massive than other thick
disc stars are also problematic. Many of these stars have [C/N] ratios
that are consistent with those of low-mass stars, indicating that they
are in binary systems where mass was transferred after first dredge-
up (e.g. Jofré et al. 2016 and Izzard et al. 2018). Consequently their
surface [C/N] ratios no longer reflect the true mass of the star though
they are still considered a reliable indicator of the true age of the
star (Hekker & Johnson 2019).

Finally, the division of the [C/N] versus �T with a linear
relationship is probably too simple. However, using a more complex
formulation based on several slopes increases the risk of something
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Figure 7. The seismically unclassified stars for which there is a spectroscopic classification of either RGB or RC are plotted in the spectroscopic parameter
space. The spectroscopic Upper RGB classification is excluded. The data are colour-coded by mass. Black = 0.5 to <0.8 M�; yellow = 0.8 to <1.0 M�;
pink = 1.0 to <1.2 M�; red = 1.2 to <1.4 M�; green = 1.4 to <1.6 M�; blue = 1.6 to <1.8 M�; cyan = >1.8 M�. The small crosses indicate that the
spectroscopy cannot make a clear choice between the classifications of RGB or RC. The squares (filled or open) indicate spectroscopic RGB and the circles
(filled or open) indicate RC. For clarity, the extreme ends of the mass scale are shown as filled symbols.

going wrong and has not been implemented for the APOGEE
sample. In the next subsection we will consider the stars that lack
an asteroseismic classification.

6.4 Seismically unclassified stars

In Fig. 7 we show the spectroscopic parameters of the seismically
unclassified stars where the colour is indicative of the seismic mass
of the individual stars. The clear mass trend observed is consistent
with the spectroscopic classification method.

It can be seen that the stars are located in both the RC and the RGB
domains. It is also notable that there is a much more even spread
of the masses across the mass scale than is seen for the seismically
classified stars. Quantitatively, for seismically classified RGB stars
about 2 per cent of the stars have masses below 1.0 M� and about
3 per cent above 1.8 M�; for CHeB stars there are about 25 per cent
below 1.0 M� and about 1 per cent above 1.8 M�. However, for
the seismically unclassified stars the numbers are about 19 per cent
below 1.0 M� and about 31 per cent above 1.8 M�.

A detailed analysis of the reasons why each of the stars is
seismically unclassified is beyond the scope of this work but there
are a few features that we can comment on. For the stars with masses
below 0.8 M� the spectroscopic classification is overwhelmingly
RC. These stars are discussed in Section 8 and an illustration
of their spectra is given in Fig. 8. From the appearance of their

seismic spectra, it is not surprising that seismic classification can
be difficult. The high-mass, seismically unclassified stars are also
predominantly spectroscopically RC. This is probably indicative
that the stars are in the secondary clump.

7 U PDATES TO THE C LASSIFICATION
M E T H O D S

As indicated earlier in the paper, this project to produce evolutionary
state classifications was part of the APOKASC programme to
produce wide ranging information about red-giant stars. The clas-
sifications reported here have been used as training sets for further
methods, and have allowed the refinement of existing methods.

We will very briefly mention one new method here from Hon,
Stello & Yu (2018) who applied machine learning to the problem.

There are many approaches that can be taken for how to compare
methods. Here we concentrate on a couple of key issues. First, we
would like to see a reduction in the number of unclassified stars in
order to provide as wide a sample as possible. The second key issue
refers to the classification of stars as being in the red clump. Reliable
identification of red clump stars is important because, as discussed
in the introduction, they can be used as distance indicators. If that
sample is contaminated with either RGB or secondary clump stars
then this dilutes the usefulness of the sample. It is relatively easy
to exclude the secondary clump stars by reason of their relatively
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Figure 8. Spectra of four stars with differing characteristics. In the upper row are stars with scaling-law masses of about 0.7 M�. In the lower row are an RC
star and an RGB star with similar �ν and both with scaling-law masses of about 1.3 M�. The numbers in the panels are first the scaling-law mass and then the
�ν value. The vertical yellow lines are indicative of the position of the � = 0 modes.

Figure 9. A representation of the level of agreement between the Hon
et al. (2018) and the consensus classifications. Hon et al. (2018) gives the
data in effectively three categories, RGB & CHeB plus some stars are not
classified. Each bar in the chart represents the stars given a particular Hon
classification. The colours in the bars indicate how the stars are classified by
the consensus method. The notation used is that red is for RGB stars, blue
is for CHeB stars, and yellow is unclassified.

high masses and their νmax values. What is much more serious is
contamination of the sample with RGB stars.

We use the overlap with the ‘consensus’ classifications that are
the main topic of this paper, to illustrate these points. The results of
the comparison are shown in Fig. 9. The reasons for the unknown
classifications in Hon is that the stars were not considered by the
authors, and we do not consider this further here.

Finally, it should be noted that there may be misclassifications
in the consensus method result but the numbers are expected to
be small and so we consider disagreement to be an indication of
possible contamination.

8 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

Many important astrophysical problems concerning red-giant stars
are greatly helped by knowledge of the evolutionary state of the
stars. That is to say, an answer to the question of whether their
Helium cores are inert or support Helium fusion. The addition
of asteroseismology to the more usual spectroscopic tool box has
enabled this advance. We have used the results of four very different
approaches to the determination of the evolutionary state of any
given red giant star to produce a consensus value. It is seen that using
a consensus approach improves the reliability of the evolutionary
state classification by utilizing the diversity of approach to the
problem. The data set presented here is the APOKASC set of 6661
stars.
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The result of this analysis is a set of 6197 red giant stars with
robustly determined evolutionary states based on evaluating the
consensus from four different seismic methods. Because these
evolutionary states are based on probes of the stellar interior, they
are fundamental and provide a high-fidelity sample of stars that
can be used to test other methods and, in particular to calibrate
spectroscopic methods as discussed in Section 4. This information
is especially vital in the regions of the HRD where the red clump
and RGB overlap. It should be noted that the spectroscopic method
has the advantage that it can be applied to stars with little or no
seismic data.

Additionally, many of these classifications have been used to train
recent methods which use machine learning enabling classifications
on stars with shorter time series data from mission like K2, TESS,
and PLATO (Hon et al. 2018, and Kuszlewicz et al., in preparation).

We have noted earlier that in some cases, the seismic classification
is difficult. Here, we mention just two further situations where the
difficulty is due to an astronomically interesting phenomenon. One
situation is where the strength of the dipole modes is unusually
low. These stars have been widely studied since they were first
reported by Mosser et al. (2012a) and Garcı́a et al. (2014). Fuller
et al. (2015) suggested that a strong fossil magnetic field in the
stellar core provides an explanation for the phenomenon (see also
Stello et al. 2016). This explanation was questioned by Mosser et al.
(2017).

Another situation where difficulty may be expected is for stars for
which the scaling law masses are below what would be expected in
the solar neighbourhood. Observationally, these stars have masses
around 0.7 M�. In the acoustic spectra of these stars, it can be
difficult to identify the quadrupole (� = 2) modes and there is a lack
of clear structure in the dipole (� = 1) modes. A range of typical
spectra are shown in Fig. 8. For comparison purposes we show
spectra of two low mass stars together with spectra of higher mass
stars. In all cases the �ν values are similar. The lower row of the
figure shows typical spectra of a red clump star (left-hand side) and a
first ascent red giant (right-hand side). Both these stars have roughly
the same scaling-law mass (1.3 M�) and �ν (4.01μHz). On the
upper row of the figure are the somewhat unusual spectra of two
very low mass stars. The scaling-law masses of both these is about
0.7 M�. These masses are only approximate and some adjustment
is required to the scaling-law values. However, the morphology of
their spectra does suggest that the stars are in the red clump and
that the adjustment to the mass is small and positive (Sharma et al.
2016).

The right-hand star has a �ν of 4.01μHz. The �ν value for
the upper left-hand star is slightly larger at 4.11μHz. It is obvious
that the spectra of the two very low mass stars are shifted to lower
frequencies compared with the 1.3 M� stars. This is expected. It
is probably significant that the very low-mass stars have relatively
low metallicities at −0.67 (RH) and −0.15 (LH) as compared with
the RGB star with −0.06 and the RC star with +0.27. They are
also hotter by a few hundred degrees. There is a suggestion that
the lack of a clear mixed mode pattern in the low-mass stars is
consistent with the p and the g cavities being very strongly coupled
(Montalbán et al. 2013). The very low masses, if interpreted simply,
would require that the stars are very old. Perhaps a better option
is that they have suffered considerable mass-loss in their lives,
maybe through earlier binary interaction. These stars offer a good
opportunity to study the evolution of the structure of the evanescent
zone between the p and g cavities of the stars.

Finally, we show the mass and radius data for the stars with
consensus evolutionary states in Fig. 10. The RGB stars are visible

over a wide range of radii as they evolve up the RGB. On the other
hand, the red clump and secondary clump stars have a much smaller
range of radii. The region occupied by the stars where it was not
possible to make a clear decision between red clump and secondary
clump stars is shown in green. Most of these stars do lie at the
interface between these stars with a tendency towards them being
secondary clump because of their mass and/or radius. We also note
that there is a hint of a bifurcation in the locations of the clear
secondary clump stars.
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Figure 10. A radius versus mass plot for those stars with consensus evolutionary states. On both axes the values are given in solar units. The red-giant branch
stars are shown as red open squares. The stars that are certain red clump are shown as blue crosses. In yellow diamonds, are the stars that are clear secondary
clump and finally, in filled green diamonds are the stars in the category where there is uncertainty between red clump and secondary clump. The typical
uncertainties on the plotted values are 10 per cent in mass and 4 per cent in radius.

of Washington, University of Wisconsin, Vanderbilt University, and
Yale University.
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APPENDI X: DATA

The data are provided in an on-line table. The consensus evolu-
tionary state comes only from the asteroseismic data. Table A1
is an extract from the full table of results. The first column is
the KIC number of the star considered. The second column is the
consensus evolutionary state from the asteroseismic data. The next
four columns are the values returned by the individual methods.
The final column is the spectroscopic classification. The values
returned by the spectroscopic method have (S) added to the normal
designation for RGB and RC.

Table A1. Table of evolutionary states giving the consensus state and the individual ones for a sample of stars. The
full table is available on-line.

KIC Consensus evol-1 evol-2 evol-3 evol-4 Spectroscopic

1160789 RC RC RC RC RC RC(S)
1163621 RC/2CL RC RC 2CL RC RC(S)
1296068 RGB RGB RGB RGB RGB RGB(S)
1726211 RC RC RGB RC RC RGB(S)
1870433 RGB RGB RGB RGB U RGB(S)
2164874 RGB/AGB RGB RC AGB RGB UpperRGB
2444062 2CL U RC 2CL 2CL RC(S)
2570715 RC RC RGB RC U RC(S)
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